
Velomobile specs

Trike with monocoque mid section, detachable in 3 parts for transport
Lenght: 2.80 m  Widtht: 0,75   Height: 1 m
Weight: 25-27 kg  (Ca. 30-32 kg with electric assist)
Materials: Composite matrix of aramide kevlar and carbon fiber.
Suited for people from 1.70- 1.90 (Big version for broader shoulders can be delivered).
Weather proof top can be removed for head-out biking.

Gear options  on demand.
Standard: Rohloff 14 speed hub gear.   Front gear Schlumpff Speed drive 1:1.65 /High Speed Drive 
1:2,5

Wheels front: 20 inch with drum brakes.
Wheel back:  26 inch   
Tires front: Slics Schwalbe Kojak  or Marathon Plus puncture safe/flatless.
Tire back:  Marathon Plus flatless
Suspension front, Ackermann steering, steering rods. Angled wheels for better turnings.

Nose and tail can be detached for easy transport.
Nose with SPAI air intake for ventilation and keeping aerodynamics.
Nose with lid for easy access to gear and for light luggage.

Seat in carbon fiber and kevlar, space behind seat for luggage, goods etc.
Pedals with SPD/combi. (Bicycle shoes is recommended).

Electric assist: Freewheel attached on chain, mounted on front crank frame.
Motor: Weight 2,5 kg    Battery: Lithium Ion. 24 Volts 12 Ah  60 km range +/-

Driving:  Easy to learn, be careful to not moving the steering rods to quick to avoid wobbling or 
tipping over in bends. Careful driving in other bike/pedestrian environment, long and low nose, can hit 
pavement sides/ramps and poles /fences etc.  Use flag to be more visible in traffic.
For renting out: Some basic driving instructions needed, standard gearing setup is very easy to use. 
Can give a very high speed, so velomobiles requires some experience with high speed biking.
Easy for commuting and cruising solo or in groups.



Steering rods with gear and brakes. Aluminum frame for mounting front crank.

Tail off, back wheel with 9 speed 11-34  Shimano Deore LX



Nose with lid and ventilation  SPAI  Stagnation Point Air Intake.

Nose taken off, Schlumpff Mountain Drive Planetary gear 1:2,5 65 teeth   65/26



Electric uphill assist 250W.  Freewheel on front crankset, for pedalling with/without assist.
Lithium Ion Battery for 60km range +/-

Leasing price
Leasing prices will differ according to gear, components, electric assist etc.
Nicely used velomobiles  are sometimes available, and can be delivered in about 4-5 weeks.
The price can differ according to vehicle/gear setup etc.

Standard setup leasing of a new velomobile (2 years minimum): 690 USD pr. month + tax, shipping 
and production of profile/stickers/decorations. 20% of one years leasing must be payed at order 
before delivery.

More information, contact  Anders Loberg, Velomobile Media
     
info@velomobilemedia.com

Skype:   skype@velomobilemedia.com  Send your Skype ID, and we will add you for a call.
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